
Vinten presents the award winning flowtech.  
Providing an incredibly fast, lighweight and easy set 
up with revolutionary quick release brakes, rubber 
feet and a carbon fibre mid-level spreader. The award 
winning flowtech technology is now available in 100mm 
to support a payload of up to 30kg (66lb).

 › Deploy and adjust your tripod in an instant:     
Unique quick release brakes 

 › Easy to transport and exceptional torsional stiffness:     
Ergonomic carbon fibre leg design

 › Capture extremely low and high shots:     
Versatile hinge lock mechanism

 › Fast and stable setup in narrow spaces or on uneven terrain:   
Unique carbon fibre mid-level spreader 

 › Superior performance and reliability:     
Extensive endurance and environmental testing 

Evolving tripod technology 

The world’s fastest deploying  
tripod now in 100mm. 
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flowtech-tripod.com



NEW carbon fibre mid-level spreader
For a fast and stable setup in narrow spaces or on uneven 
terrain. Four locking positions for simple setup and fast 
repositioning.

Weight: 660g (1.45lb) 
Built-up radius: 29-41.5cm (11.4-16.3in)
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Height range in
spreaderless mode

Height range with
mid-level spreader

System System System

Vision 8AS FT MS Vision 10AS FT MS Vision 100 FT MS
V8AS-FTMS V10AS-FTMS VB100-FTMS

5.5 - 14.0kg 
12.1 - 30.9lb 

6.5 - 17.0kg 
14.3 - 37.5lb

7.0 - 20.0kg 
15.4 - 44.1lb

Slide In Slide In Slide In

7.2kg / 15.9lb 7.3kg / 16.1lb 7.8kg / 17.lb

40 - 170cm
15.7 - 66.9in

40 - 170cm 
5.7 - 66.9 in

39 - 169cm
15.4 - 66.5in

69 - 171cm
27.2 - 67.3in

69 - 171cm
27.2 - 67.3in

68 - 170cm
26.8 - 66.9in

flowtechtm 100 MS
Tripod

V4160-0003

Payload range 30kg

Weight 2 kg - 7.01lb 
(tripod only)

Height

Height range in
spreaderless mode

26 - 153cm 
10.2 - 60.2in

Height range with
mid-level spreader

52 - 155cm 
20.5 - 61in


